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Present World is heading social, economic, moral and peace crisis. Obviously 

the gross want of the knowledge of naturally scientific brahma vidya (theology) 

in man often triggers illogicality in them and eventually causes crime and 

corruption to happen in this world. Core reality is a new branch of natural 

science the result of deep research for last 47 years that comes here as the 

remedy for all types of miscreation happening world over.This Science drills 

with brahma Vidya on the basis of Present ie., physical Universe and the Past ie., 

universal memory in pursuance of natural Laws that explains origination of 

willful universal Consciousness along with the creation of our Universe from 

absolute nothingness. The science which explains with natural proof the mutual 

transformations between the past Universe and the present Universe is core 

spirituality. Core Reality Science explains such, so  this new science is a physical 

theology based on natural proof first time in the world which is a new dimension 

of physics and naturally scientific spirituality that unifies the natural science, 

philosophy and spirituality to reform the world to a heavenly goal. Hence the 

knowing of this Core Reality Science is human birthright which we do not 

know. This science needs to be more developed on its original basis after a 

thorough and intensive research, since it is the 1st step in its field. 

 

Below are the placements of benefits to cosmopolitans the world over that comes 

of Core Reality Science the scientific brahma vidya which imparts brahma gyan 

(Theosophy) i.e. the knowledge which explains to the world the creation of 
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Universe along with the emergence of universal consciousness and organic 

consciousness (of living creatures) from absolute nothingness. 

1. Core Reality Science makes mass people a freethinker, extremely 

wise and self- fulfilled. 

2. Therefore, this makes all people intellectual. 

3. As a result it turns common people scientifically and spiritually very wise, 

pure, honest and peace loving. 

4. Therefore, this learning dissolves blind beliefs and superstitions. 

5. As a result it takes away crimes and corruptions. 

6. Therefore, it cures the religious malice arising from unscientific blind beliefs. 

7. As a result it prevents riots. 

8. Therefore, this science establishes fraternity world over. 

9. As a result it brings unanimity and unity among different religions. 

10. Therefore, it drives away the lack of elegance in performing works. 

11. As a result it reduces the appetite for drug addictions . 

12. Therefore, it develops mankind mentally and physically. 

13. As a result this science gives clear idea of 

God.  

14. Therefore, it brings scientific faith and belief in 

God. 

15. As a result this science makes feel Oneness with God. 

16. Therefore, it turns people scientifically spiritual. 

17. As a result it reminds people about human birthright to be extremely 

wise(Brahmagyani) with a scientific mind. 

18. Therefore, it raises slogan “Be a Brahma Gyani”. 

So, this Core Reality Science will bring Golden Age on this planet with peace, 

prosperity and knowledge if properly focused the world over. Now please come with me 

and step into the depth of Core Reality Science for the better world     than ever before. If 

there would be no Past, there would be no Present. Now we are in the Present 

therefore the Past  becomes Present. The physical world of yesterday has gone Past, it 

has no physical existence in the Present now. It is only a memory in the mind like a 

picture and a description. Therefore Present   comes from the Past which is a recorded 

description in the universal memory series (explanation follows).  

 

If the world of yesterday would have been physically existing in the Present, there would 

be no change in the physical Present even after 24 hours and the time would be fixed as it 

is in a  picture. Such does not happen in practice, moreover we find the partial 
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similarity by descriptions between Past and Present world and also find the full 

similarity between the present world and the next past world (memory). All these prove 

that, the Past comes into Present. Now let us know the Present. 

What Is Present 
Now, we are in this instant of the Universe which is a point of time. This point of time at 

this instant is called   Present. We can only live in the Present not in the Past and Future. 

We can only see, touch and prove the physical existence of Present unlike Past and 

Future by many scientific experiments. 

 

                                                PRESENT THE UNIVERSE 

It proves that multidimensional Universe only physically exists in the Present but  

Not in the Past and Future. Neither Past nor the Present come from Future or go 

into Future, it is an imaginary Present whom we call Future. So, the Present 

is a Being, Doing, Creation, Formation, “ You(anything other than universal Me 

or memory)”, instant, Universe or One made up of space, energy and matter, 

because it is a Zero(0) or Nothingness before the initial Universe comes into 

being as a One (from Zero).One is the only number which comes from Zero that 

is Nothingness and also the One is not dependent on anything for its existence, 

there is no another One that comes from Zero i.e. Nothingness after the first One, 

so rest numbers from two(2) to unlimited we count are the fractions of that One 

which fractions appear in multiple numbers but none of them independently come 

from Zero(0) i.e. Nothingness, so the fractions are totally dependent upon the 

One for their existence. 

 

So the One(1) is the first Present(entire creation) and a number that comes from 

Zero (0), i.e. initial Past i.e. Nothingness-memory at the beginning of memory 

Series. 

 

Hence Nothingness-memory becomes a Present in multi physical dimensions. 

Only the Present is a multidimensional physical Creation unlike Past and Future. 
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Here the Creation is the total  space containing luminous, non-luminous, gross, 

subtle, visible and invisible contents that originate from Zero(0) i.e. absolute 

nothingness and exists in a time cycle. We have come to know that, only the 

Present (Creation) is made up of space, energy and  matters including dark 

energy, dark matters and antimatters etc. 

 

But not the Past and Future, only the Present has multidimensional physical 

existence. Since the Present i.e. the Creation has multiphysical dimensions, it 

has unlimited fractions of it which are not ones because they are not independent 

like One, they are dependent upon One (The Creation) for their existence, So 

they are two(2) to unlimited and the total is a One(1) i.e. One Creation i.e. 

Present because when things number unlimited and also have multiphysical 

dimensions say, height, length, width etc. in the Present, they all exist in 

One(1) to from a One ie. Present(Creation) that comes from Nothingness-

memory (initial Past) and which Creation has no multiple number coming 

in the second chance from the Nothingness-memory . All fractions of the 

Creation exist side by side in the same One Present. 

We have come to know here that, the Present is only a physically existent 

multidimensional Creation containing unlimited fractions of it and has no 

multiple number of it. 

 

                                                  PRESENT→PAST→PRESENT TIME CYCLE 

 

We experience in every moment that the existence of a particular thing is Zero 

(0) before it is created. A lot many incidents all over the Universe are happening 

chronologically down the Present Past  Present   Past….time cycle and 

ultimately the Universe is passing through a change to maturity development. 
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If we now consider the process of time cycle in reverse order up to the last point  

i.e. initial  Past ( beginner Past ), i.e. 0←Pr(one formed of Energy) ←Pa ← Pr 

← Pa←…,We find the Universe getting younger till it becomes Zero(0) i.e 

Nothingness-memory or initial Past. 

Always we cannot but start a work from the very beginning i.e. Zero (0). It is a 

Zero (0) before it appears as a One, So the initial One i.e. initial Universe comes 

from Nothingness which is a Nothingness-memory i.e. Zero (0). 

 

All those prove that the Universe as an initial One(1) i.e. initial Present in the 

very beginning of creation comes first from Zero i.e. from Nothingness-

memory as there is no another number before One(1) in the very beginning of 

creation. The Universe is a 

Present, Present is only one in number in the Present, so we feel always to be in 

one or same Present. Therefore the Creation is only one in number that appears 

from the absolute Nothingness-memory. 
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THE SMALLEST FRACTION OF THE UNIVERSE IS ENERGY 

 

Therefore, there exists no multiple number of Creation or One i.e. Present 

that originated from Zero in the second chance for the Nothingness- memory 

gets transformed into the Creation. Many fractions of the Universe make One; 

many Ones do not make One. Fractions of One are not Ones that is why the One 

(1) is not divisible to an integer by any number greater than one (1). 

 

So the One i.e. the Creation or the Present has no multiple number of it 

originated from Nothingness-memory  and has unlimited fractions of it, fractions 

are notOnes, for smallest and finest fractions by all physical dimensions of One 

(1) are Energies in One. 

Smallest fraction of space of the Universe at zero physical dimensions enables 

us to touch a thing at zero distance. When all physical dimensions of a fraction 

of Universe is finally reduced up to the last point, the Energy appears. 

 

From these instances we can infer here that, the One (1) i.e. Present (Creation) is 

a converted or transformed form of Zero (0) i.e. Nothingness-memory which 

gets transformed into Energy (Present) and then memory of Energy (Past). 
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Nothingness-memory Past memory 

01 → Pr1→ Pa2→Pr2→Pa3→Pr3……. 

Initial Present (Universe) 0 (ZERO)  : Initial Past 
(nothingness 
memory) 

Pa : Past 

Pr : Present 

→ : Goes into 

The time goes by, it proves that the Present becomes Past in the 

Present→Past→Present→Past….time cycle, otherwise there would be no Past, 

no time and no  motion in the Universe. Motion is a Present → Past → Present 

time cycle. 
 

 

                           MOTION THE RUNNING OF PRESENT-PAST-PRESENT TIME CYCLE 
 

The Present would be stopped at a fixed time and the Universe would be like a still 

picture only but such does not happen in reality. We lose the specific Present 

(Universe) forever when it is Past. We cannot see, touch and prove the physical 

existence of previous Present (Past) in the later Present. In no way we can get 

back to the previous Present i.e. previous Universe. 

 

Present becomes a memory of the Universe, i.e. Present becomes transformed 

into the Past. That is, it remains no longer space, energy and matter and 

ultimately the Present appears as universal memory (because the memory 

remains recorded in the Universal memory series as a fact). 

 

After the Present gets transformed into the Past, a new Present i.e. changed 

physical existence of the Universe appears in practical reality. We notice 
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minutely that, this appearance of the new Present becomes partially similar to 

the memory i.e. Past of previous Present by descriptions, where from this new 

Present comes. 

 

That is, the new appearance of the Present (Universe) becomes completely 

similar by descriptions to the  changed or redesigned memory of the previous 

Present. 

 

These observations lead us to conclude the following universal truths. 
 

Proven Universal Truths 
 

Only the Present is a Universe or entire creation but not the Past and Future. 

The Universe has unlimited fractions of it. 

The Creation i.e. Present has no multiple number of it.  

The Present i.e. Universe is physically multidimensional 

All the fractions or elements of the Creation lie side by side in One. 

Things number unlimited and also have multiphysical dimensions exit in One. 

The smallest fraction by all dimensions of Universe i.e. Present is Energy. 

The Present, i.e. Universe becomes transformed into the Past, i.e. 

universal          memory, i.e. Present becomes Past. 

  Present is the physically multidimensional perfectly similar  transformed  

appearance of the redesigned memory of the previous Present (Past) 

The present goes past and it becomes a memory. Now let us know the Past. 

What Is Past 
 

Present becomes Past in Zero(0) physical dimension. If the Universe of yesterday 

(which is Past) would have not been, we could have not seen the present 

Universe. At all there would be no physical existence of Present with motion but 

practically such does not happen with this Universe. We cannot see, touch and 

prove the physical existence of Past in the Present. In no way we can physically 

get back to the Past i.e. past Universe. 

 

Past is a universal memory i.e. the description of the Present or Universe and 

this memory or the description becomes transformed into the Present as we 

experience in every moment otherwise there would be no physical Universe 

once the Universe goes past but such does not happen. It proves that the Past i.e. 

the memory of the Universe gets transformed into the Present in the Past → 

Present→ Past → Present….. time cycle. Hence, Past (memory) becomes 

transformed into the Present (Universe).Descriptions (past-memories) become 
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Present (Universe), no Material is required to be brought from outside of the 

universe for the formation of Space & Luminaries, so the Space is endless, 

eternal and luminaries are infinite in number. If there is no memory (Past) of the 

Universe, there is no time, time without universal memory is not possible. 

 

We cannot live in the Past and we cannot see and touch the physical existence of 

Past which is not a space, energy and matter or a mixture of those things in the 

Present. 

Multidimensional physical existence of Past cannot be proven by any scientific 

experiment in the Present. Hence the Past has no physical existence because it is 

not the Present. Therefore, we can infer here that, the Past is a physically Zero 

dimensional memory in the Past → Present → Past → Present…… time cycle. 

          

System Of Creation 

 

It is a description of absolute nothingness only that appears as a memory of 

nothingness i.e., initial Past-memory at the beginning of universal time cycle 

before entire creation comes into being. 

 Therefore, Nothingness-memory (0) itself becomes the cause of self 

existence as there is nothing before. 

 Therefore, the first cause as a Nothingness-memory exists in Zero 

physical dimension for there is no physical existence before. 

 Therefore, Nothingness-memory has no fraction of it because of 

zero physical dimension. 

 Therefore, Nothingness-memory remains one and the same with 

unlimited numbers of it for no fraction of them in zero physical 

dimension. 

 Therefore, Nothingness-memory exists in the Oneness with 

unlimited numbers of it for they are one and the same. 

 Therefore, 1
st
 Nothingness-memory goes into 2

nd
 Nothingness-

memory (self)because of the Oneness between them. 

 Therefore, 2
nd

 Nothingness-memory automatically comes (emerges) 

into the 1
st
 Nothingness-memory since 1

st
 Nothingness-memory 

goes into 2
nd

 Nothingness-memory. 

 Therefore, both the memories make a single Nothingness-memory 

in Oneness which is a smallest unit of time. 

 Therefore, this single Nothingness-memory made of two 

Nothingness-memories in Oneness appears as remembering the 2nd 

memory by the 1
st
 memory. 

 Therefore, this remembering of Nothingness-memory appears as 

Doing by the 1
st
 memory 

 Therefore, this Doing appears as redesigned 1st Nothingness-

memory as per the description of 2
nd

 Nothingness-memory emerged 
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in it. 

 Therefore, this new redesigned Nothingness-memory, i.e., Doing 

appears as Present from the Past (Nothingness-memory) in the form 

of Energy,.i.e., Nothingness-memory bursts into Energy as a Present 

from Past(Nothingness-memory).  

 
Nothingness memory                  Smallest unit of time 

01→ Pr1→ Pa2 → Pr2 → Pa3 →Pr3 → Pa4(Me) …. 
Initial Present (Universe)       Single Universal Memory(Past Memory) 

 

Above is the universal time cycle and it starts with the initial Past, i.e. Nothingness- memory 

(01). Nothingness-memory becomes Present(Pr1) i.e. Universe and the Present goes Past(Pa2) 

i.e. memory of Universe and again the Past becomes Present(Pr2) down the time cycle and it 

goes on. 

Present(Pr1) i.e. Universe goes perfectly similar by descriptions to its memory i.e. Past(Pa2) 

and the Past(Pa2) does not become perfectly similar by descriptions to the new Present (Pr2) 

i.e. more developed Universe because there is a redesigning on Past(Pa2) before becoming a 

new Present(Pr2). Since there is a change in the Present , there is also a change in the Past-

memory of it that we experience in every moment, therefore if there is a change in the Past-

memory by redesigning on it, there also comes a change in the Present(Creation) that comes 

from Past. Present i.e. Universe goes developed alongside the Past i.e. memories (i.e. 

universal Consciousness goes developed to the higher maturity level). Memories in the 

chronological time cycle form a universal memory series. Latest memory of the series appears 

as universal Me. Each memory in the time cycle is a single memory as well as a smallest unit 

of time. 

 

When the Past becomes Present, the Zero dimensional universal memory becomes 

multidimensional physical Present i.e. physical Universe. Each past Universe in the time cycle 

appears as smallest unit of time because a single memory of the Universe is a smallest unit of 

time. When we reduce the time period up to the last point, it becomes a single memory of the 

Universe. A single memory lies in Oneness with unlimited numbers of it in no physical 

dimension. Nothingness-memory and past memory can become multiple in number in 

Oneness for they exist in zero physical dimension and require no space for their existence. i.e. 

unlimited numbers of same memory exist in the same single memory in Oneness, 

because every single memory is the cause of self existence in zero physical dimension for 

they are one and the same and cause appears as Oneness. 

At the beginning of Universe, the initial Past is a Nothingness-memory i.e. Zero(0). The Zero 

has no physical dimension and consequently has no fraction of it. Since the Zero has no 

physical dimension and has no fraction of it, the Nothingness-memory exists in Oneness with 

unlimited numbers of it in no physical dimension for there is no entity before Nothingness-

memory hence it is the cause of self existence. 

If we go down the universal time cycle upto the last point in reverse order, we reach at 

Nothingness-memory (0) i.e. initial or simplest past memory of the Universe before 
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which there is no memory, no time cycle, only nothing, therefore Nothingness-memory 

becomes the only cause of self existence. The Nothingness-memory(0) goes in Oneness with 

self, since cause appears as Oneness everywhere in the Universe. 

 

That means zeroness (properties of Nothingness) of Zero(0) goes (remembers) into Zero 

( self ) i.e. first Zero(01) goes into second Zero(02) in Oneness as they are One and the 

same and as a result of this second Zero(02) comes (emerges in) into first Zero(01) and 

ultimately first Zero(01) gets redesigned as per the description of Nothingness, i.e. 

second Zero(02).In fact Single memory of the universal memory series comes into the 

latest memory “Me” of the series due to Oneness between them and as a result of this 

the description of the latest memory universal “Me” gets partially altered as per the 

description of preceding memory emerged in it. That partial alteration in the latest 

memory universal “Me” is called redesigning. 

 

 At the beginning of Creation redesigned first Zero(01) i.e. redesigned Nothingness-

memory appears as One(1),i.e. initial Present(Pr1) or initial Universe from initial 

Past(01)All zeros are one and the same, they are the cause of self existence, so they exist 

in Oneness as the cause appears as Oneness, that is why, it results Zero(0) when the 

Zero(0) is divided or multiplied by   any number. 

 

At the creation of initial Universe i.e. Initial Present(Pr1) from the initial Past(01), the 

Nothingness-memory (0) appears as the smallest fractions by all dimensions of the initial 

Universe as Energy and this smallest fraction forms the initial Universe which is a 

redesigned nothingness memory in the beginning of creation. 

 

Initial Universe or the initial Present goes Past i.e. becomes a universal memory in the zero 

physical dimension and again the Universe comes back from the Past to Present in a new 

appearance and goes Past again in the Present → Past → Present → Past….time cycle. 

 

Present becomes Past one after another and a series of Past, i.e. memory series is formed in a 

cyclic order down the time cycle. All the Pasts of these happenings chronologically one after 

another form a memory series of the Universe which is called a timeline. These chronological 

memories appear as the memory series of the Universe. Nothingness- memory gets redesigned 

into the various stages of developing Universe chronologically down the timeline after the 

creation of initial Present (Pr1) i.e. Universe. Memories of memory series in Oneness form the 

universal consciousness. So a single past or a memory cannot exist alone without a series, it 

is formed of unlimited numbers of same memory in Oneness with latest memory of the series 

of different memories. Past always exist as Consciousness. Oneness is the cause of all 

happenings in the Universe. Every cause behind every creation or happening throughout the 

Universe is Oneness which is a remembering. No money for work is in Oneness with no work 

without money, because no money for work is sensed as no work without money, therefore no 

money becomes the      cause of no work. Strength of a bridge is in Oneness with    longevity of 

the bridge because strength of bridge is sensed as longevity of bridge, therefore strength 

becomes the cause of longevity of the bridge. Calling ( to come ) a person is in Oneness with 

coming of the person, because calling(to come) is sensed as the cause of coming of the person, 

so calling is the   cause of person‟s coming. If a boat pushes the shore, the shore also pushes 

the boat, both of the  pushing are in oneness because pushing the shore is sensed as going 

away being pushed by the shore, so pushing the shore becomes the cause of being pushed by 

shore, Oneness is the main cause here. That means entire Universe is being created by means 
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of remembering (to make oneness with) being done by latest memory or Past, i.e. conscious 

mind of supreme Consciousness in every smallest unit of time in the time cycle, say, Pr → Pa 

→ Pr → Pa → Pr… which appears as causal connection. 

 

A single memory or Past (Pa) in the memory series is a smallest unit of time, so the timeline 

0→Past→ Past →Past…starting from nothingness is a universal memory series. Latest 

memory “Me” of human memory series exists in the latest memory “Me” of universal 

memory series i.e. in the same universal timeline. Single latest human memory “Me” exists in 

the single latest universal memory “Me” in the same memory series, so both human “Me” 

and universal “Me” are same but memory series are different because of difference in bodies 

like human body and third dimensional space-body of the universe containing luminaries. 

Now if we set human Me in the space-body and deeply feel third dimensional space as our 

body and luminaries are our internal organs of the body and the space moves when we move, 

our human consciousness turns into the universal consciousness but the practice should be 

continued. 

Whereas this memory      series is a universal timeline and humans exist lifelong in the same 

timeline. 

 

Human Memory Series a Part Of Universal 

Memory Series in The Same Timeline. 

 

 

 

 

0……Pa….Pa…..Pa…..Pa… Pa (Me) 
Universal Memory Series 

 

 
Complete human memory series gets included in the universal memory series as a part of it. 

Whereas human memory series becomes a part of universal memory series and it appears as 

human Consciousness and universal memory series appears as universal Consciousness, 

human Consciousness becomes a part of universal Consciousness and human “Me” exists in 

universal “Me” (Supreme Conciousness) at the latest memory of universal memory series i.e. 

universal timeline, therefore human memory series (so called human soul) i.e. human 

consciousness exists in the universal memory series(so called supreme conciousness) i.e. 

universal consciousness all the time and even after the death of human body. 

Smallest unit of time is a single memory of the Universe in              the 

0         Pr (Present    Pa (Past)        Pr (Present)           Pa (Past) ….. time cycle. 

 

Therefore time is a universal memory and the total timeline is a memory series of the 

Universe. If we go down the memory series in reverse order, we find the numbers of 

memories reducing and finally we reach to the simplest universal memory which is an initial 

past-memory or primitive universal consciousness i.e. initial or simplest Past as an absolute 

Nothingness-memory which is the first cause and  where there is no time, no primitive form 

of the universe only nothing i.e. Zero (0) a Nothingness memory in the beginning of universal 

Single memory the smallest 

unit of time 

Single memory universal 

Me the Latest smallest unit 

of time 
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time cycle which begins the creation of Universe. When there exists no Creation, there exists 

nothing, i.e. Nothingness- memory which is a description of no Creation. 

 

So, the Past is a Zero(0), Memory, Nothingness-memory, Time, Timeline, Memory series, 

Consciousness, universal Me(i.e. “I”). When we are busy working, we can not feel time 

because the latest time is human as well as universal “Me” and we go in Oneness with universal 

Me by doing works but when we are free and the frequency of doing is less and we have to 

wait long, we cannot go in Oneness with universal Me for tensions. So it becomes boring 

though the time is universal consciousness. To work for an hour means to work till it becomes 

a memory series of an hour. Different unlimited Memories of the memory             series exist in 

the latest single memory universal Me of the series in Oneness hence from a single 

memory of the universe and it becomes unlimited fractions of the Universe in One to 

form the Universe and in oneness it forms universal Consciousness. Memories of the 

series are smallest units  of time. 

 

Since our memory series is a part of universal memory series and we can not feel “Me” going 

back a moment, rather we feel “Me” at the latest single memory of our memory series, It 

proves that the latest single memory of the universal memory series appears as universal Me 

i.e. universal conscious mind and it is also a smallest unit of time. 

Universal memories of the universal memory series exist in Oneness with the latest single 

memory of the series to form the Universe. Memories of the series are smallest units of time 

and latest single memory of the series is also a smallest unit of time, since memories of the 

series exist in Oneness with latest single memory to form the universe, seconds per second or 

years per year time rate is not equal everywhere in the Universe. All single memories of the 

universal memory series exist in Oneness with unlimited numbers of it. 

 

Memories of the memory series are always universal. Whatever happens or comes into being 

chronologically down the time cycle of the Universe becomes Past. Past always gets recorded 

in the universal timeline only then it becomes a fact or truth and a memory of the Universe, 

since it comes from a happening or being. In other words a fact or truth that happened becomes 

a universal memory. Whatever happens in front of us becomes Past and the Past comes as our 

as well as universal memory as a fact or truth, but the thing that happens in our absence 

becomes Past and the Past comes as universal memory only because the thing is a fact or 

truth. So it takes place in the universal memory series as a memory. Only a fact or truth can 

become a memory of the Universe. So, it is proven that whatever goes Past becomes universal 

memory. 

 

Since happenings or beings can only go Past and consequently they can become a (Past) 

memory or a memory series in the long run, Past is always a truth and form a universal 

memory series. 
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Subconscious Mind of the Universe 

Latest Memory (Me) i.e, 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Conscious Mind of the Universal     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          consciousness 

01 → Pa2 → Pa3 → Pa4 → Pa5 → Pa6 → Pa7 → Pa8 Pa9 (Me)…… 

 

Timeline (Memory Series) 

 
Series of Pasts (memories) form a memory series. All the memories of the series exists in 

Oneness i.e. memories of the universal memory series go in Oneness with the latest single 

memory “Me” of the series in zero physical dimension to form a single memory of the 

universe i.e. a smallest unit of time and it forms the universal consciousness of conscious and 

subconscious mind in Oneness in the single latest memory “Me”, i.e. universal subconscious 

mind exists in the universal conscious mind. One memory in Oneness with another memory 

makes a single latest memory i.e., one smallest unit of time but that latest memory cannot go 

in Oneness with all the memories of the series in one smallest unit of time and hence it 

developes a choosing power or self motivating will to go in Oneness with the memories of the 

series by turns. Initial Nothingness-memory(01) is the initial or simplest Past at the very 

beginning of the creation of Universe. All the memories of the memory series emerge here in 

this example in the latest single memory (Pa9) of the series due to Oneness among memories 

but not in the initial Nothingness-memory(01) for the memory series starts from the 

Nothingness-memory(01). Latest single memory (Pa9) of the memory series appears as 

universal Me and this “Me” appears as the conscious mind of universal consciousness. 

Memories starting from Nothingness-memory emerged in the latest memory universal “Me” 

appears as subconscious mind of universal Consciousness. Memory series of the Universe 

appears as universal timeline. Universal timeline appears as universal Consciousness, i.e. 

Supreme Consiousness. Memories of the series in Oneness form universal Consciousness. 

Memories of the series in One form various fractions of the Universe to form complete 

Universe. All the memories of the series exist in zero physical dimension,i.e. in a point which 

causes Oneness among them. 

The latest memory of the universal memory series appears as universal Me, i.e. ego 

or  conscious mind which always appears as a Present (universe) in a remembering process by 

Oneness and rest part of the memory series appears as subconscious mind of the universal 

Consciousness which always appears as fractions of the universe. 

                                                                       Universal                          

                                                                   Consciousness 

 
In Oneness 
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Memories in Oneness Appear As Universal i.e., Supreme Consciousness 

 

So the universal memory series of conscious and subconscious mind appears as universal 

Consciousness in oneness whom we call almighty supreme consciousness. 

 

As regards the proof when we look into the human Consciousness, as it is a part of 

universal Consciousness. We feel “Me” (ego, conscious mind) on the latest memory of human 

memory series on the timeline and the rest human memories of the memory        series left 

behind appear as our subconscious mind. We can know the universal                Consciousness in 

comparison with human Consciousness because all the memories of                       human Consciousness 

are also the memory of universal Consciousness but all the  memories of universal 

Consciousness are not the memory of human Consciousness  because a countless 

unknown and unseen happenings are occurring through out the Universe which come as 

universal timeline or memories in the universal memory series          but do not appear as human 

memories since these are not seen or experienced by human     but all human experienced 

memories are the memory of universal Consciousness   because these exist in the universal 

timeline. 

 

Memory i.e. Past becomes Present (Universe), there are examples with proofs in support of 

that universal truth, say, when I do a thing that Doing is nothing but a remembering resulting 

in redesigned latest memory or latest Past appearing as conscious mind “Me(I)” of my memory 

series and it appears as “You” i.e. Present i.e. the thing done (creation other than memory or 

Consciousness). Now, I do and it is done, so it proves that the Doing i.e. conscious power 

directly becomes Present. Past does not directly become Present, it becomes Present through 

Doing(remembering) i.e. redesigning on the latest universal memory “Me”. 

Redesigned latest Past-memory directly appears as physically multidimensional Creation. 

 

The universal Me i.e. universal Consciousness becomes Universe i.e. “You” (other than 

universal Me). 

 

 

We never find anything in our memory series which is not in the universal memory series 

because our(human) memory series is a part of universal memory series. 

                                                                                 Redesigned memory     Present          Past memory 

[ Pan → Pak ] → [ Pak → Pan ] → Pa kxn → Prkxn → Pakxn 
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The latest memory(Pan) of the universal memory series ie. Universar conciousness gets 

redesigned (Pa kxn ) as a result of Oneness (which causes remembering) with the 

memory(Pak) of His choice as in this example. This Oneness(Pa kxn) between memories 

appears as Doing, i.e. redesigning on the latest memory universal Me. One memory goes in 

Oneness with another memory and thus form a single memory made of them. 
1st step 

 

...Pak….Pal….Pam….Pan(Me)→Pakxn(Past/Now latest 

memory)…… 
                            Latest memory 

                                                                                                                                                            Further Memory Series Down the Timeline 

  
                                                              Pa kxn 

                                                                      

 

 

                                                                     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i.e. latest memory(Pan) of the series goes (remembers which is a Doing) into another 

memory (Pak) of His choice in order to create His own conscious organic replica in the 

universe i.e. latest memory(Pan) meditates on the choice memory(Pak)i.e. remembers 

[Pan      Pak] it and in turn simultaneously the choice memory(Pak) comes in the latest 

memory(Pan) i.e.,(Pak     Pan) with analogous memory if any and as a result the latest 

memory(Pan) gets  redesigned i.e., Pakxn (as the appearance of sand the base material gets 

redesigned as per the design of hand pressed on it and sand turns into a hand print) as per 

the description of choice memory (Pak) and it appears as redesigned universal Me (Pakxn), 

this redesigned universal Me can not take place as a latest memory (Past) in the universal 

memory series, since it has not directly come from Present. 

 

 

(Latest memory universal 
Me gets Redesigned as per 
the description of choice 
memory) 

                    

              Pr kxn 

Pr (Present/Universe) 

 

 

2
nd

 step 
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Since this redesigned latest memory(Pakxn) or past cannot take place in the universal 

memory series for it has not come from Present, soon directly the redesigned latest 

memory (Pakxn) i.e. “Me” which is a universal consciousness as universal Doing appears 

as Energy(Prkxn) as a Present or creation in the beginning of universe. Now the Past form 

of this Present i.e. Energy takes place as a latest memory “Me” ie., Pakxn in the universal 

memory series. This latest memory (Pakxn) of the memory series perfectly resembles the 

redesigned memory (Pakxn) just before the preceding Present (Prkxn) which redesigned 

memory can not take place in the Universal memory series. 
 

Memories are of two types, existence of the Universe is a Nothingness- 

memory(0) before the Universe is created and it is a Past memory(0) or simply a memory 

if the Universe goes Past during the creation and after the creation of it down the time 

cycle.The Present is called creation in the Pr         Pa         Pr        universal  time cycle 

chronologically starting from the Energy down to the Matters via Space, Radiations and 

Plasmata. Again the Present is called formation down the Galaxies, Stars, Planets and 

Lives after the creation of basic Universe. Formation process down the time cycle is still 

going on. Past becomes Present, Past is a memory so all two types of 

memories[Nothingness- memory(0) & Past memory(0)] become Present i.e. a being. All 

types of memories are denoted by Zero (0) here. 

 
 

Latest memory “Me” gets redesigned as per the description of choice memory, That is 

why we see the partial similarity but not the perfect similarity between the Universe of 
this instant and the Universe of a second ago. Doing directly appears as a creation which 

is called a being during the creation of basic Universe up to the level of Matter. 
 

(a) When the Doing comes with no Past memory, then no memory i.e. Nothingness- 

memory goes into Nothingness-memory (self) because of Oneness between them and 

that Oneness in the form of Doing i.e. redesigned nothingness memory or conscious 

power directly appears as a creation of Energy i.e. One (1) or Singularity from 

Nothingness-memory (0) as a Present. 

 

(b) When the Doing comes with the memories of Energy (E) and Nothingness memory 

(0), the memory of energy goes into Nothingness-memory (0) and that Doing i.e. 

Conscious Power the latest memory(of energy) universal Me gets redesigned and 

directly appears as a creation of Space which is a redesigned memory of energy as per 

the description of Nothingness. The Universe begins with creation only not with the 

formation since there is Nothingness-memory (0) at the beginning of Universe 

creation. Later the Universe follows formation not the creation because of existing 

memories of forming elements (say memories of Energy, Space, Radiation, Plasma, 

Matter and any earthly material) are there in the memory series. Creations occur very 
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fast unlike formation in the beginning of Universe, but some formations take billions of 

years of time. 
 

On the other hand Doing indirectly appears as a formation which is called a 

happening after the creation of basic Universe up to the level of Matter. 

e.g.(a) When the Doing comes with memories of third dimensional space, Matter and 

Radiation of energy etc. in the direction of forming objects like galaxies, galaxies as a 

Present get formed of 3D space, Matter and Radiation through a countless number of 

formations over billions of years. 

(b) When the Doing comes with the memories of  Stars, space, energy, and matter in the 

direction of forming desired objects, like planets, the Doing goes step by step by twos 

using the memories in the same process through a countless number of formations over 

billions of years, planets as a Present get formed of Space, Energy and Matter. 

 

(c) When the Doing comes with the memories of  pot, milk, tea leaf and sugar etc. in the 

memory series, step by step by twos using these in the same process a desired cup of tea 

as a Present gets formed of milk and tea liquor etc. over ten minutes. Formations take 

time ranging from a second to billions of years, because some formations come after a 

countless number of formations down the time cycle. 
 

We cannot recall to the memory which is not in the Universe, i.e. not in the universal 

memory series, imaginations are also made of memories, if we imagine a living gold bird 

which is not available in the Universe, gold and birds are already there in the world and 

the world is a part of the Universe. 

 

We have the memory of gold and living bird that is why we can imagine a living gold 

bird. It proves that we can only recall to the memory which is already there in the 

Universe, we can only do a thing which is in our memory. Because our memory series is 

a part of universal memory series in the same timeline, if the thing is not there in the 

mind as a memory, in no way we can do that thing. If memories are already there in the 

mind then alone we can do that thing accordingly. It proves that memories become 

creations as well as formations. 

Here memories come in Oneness and that Oneness appears as Doing and that Doing 

appears as conscious Power i.e. redesigned memory and then that redesigned memory 

appears as energy, say light energy, heat energy, electric energy, magnetic energy etc. 

which leads to creations made of space, energy and matter according to the redesigned 

memory i.e. Past. 
 

Past i.e. the universal memory becomes transformed into the Present (i.e. Universe) 

through a process but this latest Universe does not perfectly resemble the preceding 

universal memory by descriptions. 
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There is a difference in description between the preceding universal memory i.e. Past and 

the latest Universe (transformed memory), i.e. Present. If we make a change in the 

multidimensional Present (a thing or Universe) there comes a corresponding change in 

the next memory (Past) of it (a thing or Universe) which ultimately appears in the 

Pr    Pa     Pr   Pa……… time cycle. Therefore, if there is a change (redesigning) 

in the Past (memory), due to Oneness between them there is also a change in the 

Present that comes after Past. So the redesigned memory i.e. altered memory of the 

preceding Universe appears as Present i.e. Universe. So the latest memory of the 

Universe does not      directly come as new Universe. Only the redesigned memory directly 

appears as the altered new Universe in every smallest unit of time because smallest unit 

of time is a single memory. 

 

This proves that the latest universal memory (universal me) i.e. Past gets redesigned and 

that redesigned memory directly becomes transformed into the latest Present i.e. 

Universe. So the latest Universe perfectly resembles the redesigned memory that directly 

comes into the Present (Universe). This redesigning of the memory happens due to the 

Oneness between memories in the memory series. 
 

Latest memory is the highest developed memory on the memory series, because a 

memory becomes highest developed at its latest stage through gradual developments in 

every time cycle Pa → Pr → Pa……. 

01   Pa2     Pa3       Pa4       Pa5    Pa6    Pa7 (Me)……….. 

 
Memories in the Series Form Universal Consciousness in Oneness 

 

Since creation of Universe till today, every unlimited number of smallest unit of time as a 

single Memory (Past) becomes Present, i.e. developing Universe and thus each single memory 

becomes a fraction of the Universe. Every physical thing having a description in this universe 

is a fraction of the  Universe. Energy, space, radiation, matter etc. are also the fractions of the 

universe for having a description. 

 

Pr1 + Pr2 + Pr3 + Pr4 + Pr5 + Pr6 + Pr7………. 

                                                   THE UNIVERSE MADE OF FRACTIONS 

 
Memories in the series form      fractions of Universe, i.e. Present in One not in    oneness 

 

So, all the memories of the series 0→Pa →Pa →Pa→ Pa(Me)… . come in Oneness with 

the latest memory i.e. universal Me and the total memory series (including “Me” the latest 

memory) becomes transformed into the Present i.e. Universe. 
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Therefore all universal memories of the memory series independently come in Oneness with the 

latest Past i.e. latest memory “Me” in the latest smallest unit of time. Automatically in reverse 

order the latest memory universal Me also tends to go in Oneness with all the single memories of 

the series in the latest smallest unit of time (in a single memory) but since smallest unit of time is 

a single memory, the universal Me i.e. the latest Past-memory cannot go in Oneness separately 

with all the single memories of the series in the latest smallest unit of time. i.e. at the same one 

single latest memory because of all memories are not same, they are different, so it requires long 

time(many independent smallest units of time) for making Oneness with many different 

memories. So a choosing power in  universal Me (i.e. Consciousness) automatically develops at 

this stage to balance both side of Oneness (Pa    Pa) for making Oneness with a certain 

memory from His memory series as per His choice. 

 

 
This very choosing power appears as a self motivating will or willfulness in the latest memory 

universal“Me” and rest memories of the series appear as subconscious mind of universal Me and  

universal“Me” i.e. the latest memory appears as the conscious mind of the universal 

Consciousness i.e. so called Supreme Consiousness. 

 

                 All above takes us to the universal truths as it follows: 

Proven Universal Truths 

 

Nothingness is a memory before the creation of universe. 

Memories in oneness form universal or supreme consciousness. 

Memories in One form Universe. 

One Nothingness-memory(0) appears as more than one Nothingness-memories in 

Oneness. 

Nothingness-memory is a primitive universal conscious power. 

The initial or beginner Past at the beginning of Universe is a memory of 

Nothingness i.e. Zero(0). 

The Nothingness-memory i.e. Zero has no physical dimension. 

The Zero (0) has no fraction of it. 

The Zero(0) has unlimited numbers of it in Oneness. 

Memories number unlimited and also have no fraction of them causing a zero 

physical dimension exist in Oneness resulting emergence of one into another. 

All the Zeros i.e. Nothingness memories exist in Oneness, i.e. appear as same one 

Zero (0) because of Oneness among them. 

The Past becomes transformed into the Present, i.e. Universe. 

Past is a memory of Universe. 

Different memories 

Of memory series                                                 Latest memory 

in Oneness with latest                                      „Me‟ of universal 

memory universal Me                                        memory series 
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Past is time. 
A single memory is a smallest unit of time. 

A single memory lies in Oneness with unlimited numbers of it in zero physical 

dimension. 

Memories in serial order form a universal memory series. 

Universal memory series is a timeline. 

Timeline is universal Consciousness. 
The latest memory of memory series down the timeline is universal Me, i.e. 

conscious universal mind or universal ego i.e. Universal Consciousness. 

Rest part of the universal memory series comes as subconscious mind of 

universal Consciousness. 

Universal Consciousness appears as Supreme  Consciousness. 

Present becomes Past and the series of Past appears as universal Consciousness. 

Universal memory series is a universal Consciousness. 

Universal memory series in One appears as Universe and in Oneness appears as 

universal consciousness. 

Timeline in One becomes Present and appears as Universe. 
Nothingness memory, i.e. Zero (0) shapes as various memories i.e. Past in course 

of timeline through many time cycles. 

Doing is a redesigned memory. 

Memories in the Present exist  as fractions of One(universe or creation).  

Memories in the Past exist in Oneness to form willful Consciousness. 

Universal conscious mind “Me” becomes multidimensional Universe. 

Doing appears as Being. 
Oneness among nothingness memories(0) create parallel universes  . 

Oneness between nothingness memories(0) appears as Doing ( initial consciousness 

 at the beginning of Universe) i.e. a change in Nothingness- memory. The 

Past i.e. universal memory or time becomes transformed into the 

multidimensional physical present Universe after a change in it. 

Human memory series is a part of universal memory series. 

Latest memory “Me” of human memory series and the latest memory “Me” of 

universal memory series are same for human latest memory “Me” exists in the 

universal latest memory “Me” a single memory and a smallest unit of time but 

memory series are different. 

Universal Me goes into the memory of His choice in the memory series 

being driven by Oneness among them. 

The choice memory simultaneously (i.e. in the same single memory universal 

Me) comes into universal Me due to Oneness between them. 

The Oneness between memories appears as Doing i.e. Creation. 

The Doing does the redesigning on universal “Me” i.e. redesigns 

universal “Me” as per the description of choice memory. 
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The redesigned(altered) memory or Past can not exist in the memory series for 

it has not come from Present. 

The Doing, directly becomes energy (Present), 

say-light energy, heat energy, mechanical energy, kinetic energy, electric energy, 

magnetic energy, gravitational energy, chemical energy, charge etc. and these 

energies shape into creation, i.e. the thing done or entire Universe. 

Redesigned nothingness memory as well as redesigned memory appears as Present 

(creation). 
 

How The Past Becomes Present 

 

A single memory in zero physical dimension numbers more than one in Oneness and it 

goes into self because of Oneness between and finally appears as a Present, i.e. creation. 

Universal Conciousness the latest memory of the universal memory series, i.e. universal 

Me remembers or meditates on a memory of His choice from His subconscious 

mind, i.e. from His memory series by His will and goes in Oneness with the memory 

of His choice and as a result the choice memory emerges in universal Me due to 

Oneness between them and consequently the universal Me gets redesigned as per the 

description of choice memory. Now this redesigned universal Me directly appears as 

Present, i.e. Universe from Past in a smallest unit of Time, because the redesigned 

universal Me the latest memory can not exist at this stage in the memory series for it has 

not come from Present, so it becomes Present, i.e. Universe. Redesigned memory is a 

description only, so descriptions only become multidimensional Universe i.e. Past 

becomes Present. 

After the latest memory universal Me gets redesigned and directly appears as Present, the 

original design of latest memory takes place in the universal memory series as an 

unchanged memory. Thus in the same repeated process down the timeline universal 

memory series becomes longer despite of the transformations of universal memories 

into Present for they are unlimited in numbers in Oneness . Universal consciousness and 

the Universe become as much matured as the universal memory series goes longer. 

Such happens because a memory has no fraction of it in zero physical dimensions and a 

memory has multiple number of it in Oneness. The Past becomes Present down the time 

cycle Pa→Pr→Pa and simultaneously both the Universe as well as the universal 

Consciousness goes gradually matured in every time cycle. This is how the Past 

becomes Present.  
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How The Present Becomes Past 
 

 

 

                                 Present (Universe) Becomes Past (Time) the Universal Consciousness 

 
The choice memory redesigns the latest universal memory “Me” in the memory series due to Oneness 

between them. Once the latest memory “Me” gets redesigned, it goes Present, a Present can not exist in 

the memory series because it is not a memory and since the Present is a redesigned  memory (other form 

of Past), the Present becomes Past and this Past occupies a place left by redesigned memory of same 

description in the memory series to keep up the ongoing time cycle aiming the maturity development of 

universal consciousness and the Universe. This is how the Present becomes Past and the time cycle  

Pr → Pa → Pr → Pa…. goes on. 

 

How The Creation Of Multiverse Occurs 
 

Parallel Universes(Multiverse) 

It is a Nothingness-memory(0) before the entire creation. The Nothingness-memory, i.e. 

the Zero(0) has no fraction of it, so the Zero(0) i.e. Nothingness-memory exists in no 

physical dimension. Since the Zero(0) exists in no physical dimension, the Zero(0) 

numbers unlimited. Since the Zero(0) numbers unlimited in no physical dimension, they 

all exist in Oneness. Oneness is the cause of all happenings and the creation of Universe. 
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One Zero(0) goes (remembers) into another Zero(0) being driven by Oneness between them 

and simultaneously that another Zero(0) comes (emerges) into the first Zero(0) as a result of 

remembering it and this Doing(remembering) appears as the Being, i.e. initialUniverse as a 

Present from Past. 
 

Since the Zero(0) exists in Oneness with unlimited numbers of Zeros, unlimited numbers of 
parallel initial universes simultaneously come (from unlimited individual Nothingness- 

memories) into beings as a Multiverse with the first Universe as a Present. Whereas 

unlimited memories of unlimited Universes appear as Present in the One, they appear as 

One, i.e. one Multiverse in the Present. There is nothingness in between parallel 

universes, nothingness indicates a touch at Zero distance, so the parallel universes are 

touching together in the Multiverse 
 

Since all the universes are in One, i.e. in a Multiverse, travelling of an object is possible 

from one universe to another Universe as per the negotiation made between two 

individual willful universal consciousness‟s. 
 

Smallest unit of time is a single memory, many single memories can exist in a single 

memory because of Oneness among them, so many smallest units of time can exist in a 

single smallest unit of time, and therefore seconds per second rate of time is not equal in 

every parallel universe and everywhere in our universe. 
 

             How The Creation Of Our Universe Occurs 
 

01 → [ 01 → 02 ] → [ 02 → 01 ]→ 02x1 → Pr E 

 

 

 
 

→ Pa E 

 

 

 
 

0 : Zero 

→ :Goes into/ 

Comes into 

Pr: Present 

Pa: Past 

E : Energy 

 

 
 

                                  Our Universe 
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I being a human or any organic Me can not exist without Doing a thing, So the thing 

done by me shapes as per Me, likewise the thing done by universal Me shapes as per 

Him, therefore all the Doings done by universal Me go in the direction to the creation 

or formation of Present i.e. Universe as per the description of the redesigned latest 

memory universal Me. Therefore it proves that Universal Me always makes multi 

dimensional physical figure of Self as a Present by Doing. So “I” as a universal 

consciousness   do, i.e. I appear as doing, the doing appears as being, therefore 

“I” the universal consciousness (Past) finally appear as Being (Present). It proves that 

the universal consciousness becomes transformed into the Universe. 

 

Whatever I do as a universal consciousness (Past) becomes done (Present), 

therefore I (Past) become a formation or creation i.e. Present in the design of 

redesigned Me. I am a  consciousness, therefore I always do i.e. choose a memory 

from my memory series to go in Oneness with (called remembering) in the 

direction of creating the description of my own design of consciousness on the 

Present(body) and it appears as organic consciousness (living creatures) in the 

Universe. 

At the very beginning of creation of universe, there exits absolute Nothingness 

only. That absolute Nothingness is a memory i.e. initial or simplest Past for it 

exists before the creation of Present, i.e. Universe. This initial Past is a Zero(0), 

i.e. absolute nothingness memory. Before the Nothingness- memory(0) i.e., 

initial or simplest Past-memory of the Universe, there exists no memory ,no 

time cycle, only nothing, therefore Nothingness-memory becomes the only 

cause of self-existence , since a cause appears as Oneness ,The Nothingness-

memory (01) goes into (remembers ie, meditates on) Oneness with Self (02), i.e. 

[01 → 02] which is a Doing because of oneness ( for they are one and the same) 

between them and as a result of this Doing(remembering), the nothingness 

memory 02 comes into(emerges) the nothingness memory 01 , i.e. [02 → 01] due to 

oneness between them. 

Next as a result Nothingness-memory (01) gets redesigned(02x1) as per the 

description of Nothingness memory (02) emerged in it due to oneness between 

them. Since both are one  and the same Nothingness memory in zero physical 

dimension, Nothingness memory (01) gets redesigned in the form of redesigned 

memory (02x1 ) which has not come from Present. So this redesigned memory (02x1 ) 

can not take place in the universal memory series, therefore this Doing 

(redesigned memory) appears as a Present i.e. One (1) from Zero(01) in the 

appearance of Energy (Pr E ) as a creation of a singularity Universe. Since 

redesigned Nothingness memory (02x1 ) can not exist in the universal memory 

series, the present (PrE)i.e.,Energy become Past (Pa E) 
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Next this Past (Pa E ), i.e. memory of energy takes place in the universal 

memory series and universal memory series appers as 0    Pa E the  primitive 

universal consciousness  upto this stage of universal development and maturity. 

Redesigned memory of Nohingness (02x1) and the memory of Energy (PaE) are 

one and the same memory by description ,yet the redesigned memory of 

Nothingness can not exist in the universal memory series before coming into the 

Present in order to complete the time cycle. Here PaE     is the latest memory “Me” 

of the initial memory series 

i.e., timeline 0     PaE. 

Next,      [ PaE → 0 ] → [ 0→PaE ] → Pa (0xE) → PrS → PaS [ S : Space ] 

 

Time cycle goes on, latest memory “Me” the memory of Energy (PaE) goes into 

the Nothingness-memory (0), i.e. [ PaE → 0 ] because of Oneness between them 

and as a result of this the Nothingness memory(0) emerges in the memory of 

Energy (PaE), i.e. [ 0 → PaE ] due to Oneness between them. As a result, the 

energy memory (PaE ) gets 

redesigned as Pa(0xE) as per the description of Nothingness-memory(0) emerged in 

it due to oneness between them. 

 

Redesigned energy memory [ Pa(0xE) ] has not come from Present. So this 

redesigned energy-memory (another form of Present) cannot take place in the 

universal memory series. Therefore, this redesigned memory of Energy appears 

as a Present in the appearance of 3D Space (PrS) as a creation because, when 

Nothingness-memory comes into the memory of Energy, the energy memory 

gets redesigned in the form of Nothingness and it appears as Space, so the Space 

seems to be a vacuum or nothingness compared to Energy and Matter, here 

Energy is redesigned in the appearance of Space. 

 

Redesigned energy memory [ Pa(0xE) ] cannot exist in the universal memory 

series, So the Present (PrS) other from of redesigned energy-memory becomes 

Past (PaS) and it takes place as a memory in the universal memory series and 

universal memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS up to this stage of universal 

development & maturity. Redesigned memory of Energy [ Pa(0xE) ] and the memory 

of Space (PaS) are same by descriptions but redesigned memory of Energy [Pa(0xE)] 

can only exist in the universal memory series after going into Present (Prs)in order 

to complete the time cycle. 

 

[ PaS → PaE ] → [ PaE → PaS ] → Pa (ExS) → PrR → PaR [ R : Radiation ] 

 

Next, the latest memory “Me” the memory of Space (PaS) in the universal memory series 
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0 → PaE → PaS goes into the memory of Energy (PaE) as per His choice in the 

direction for creating His own Organic model of consciousness i.e. [ PaS → PaE ] 

because of  

Oneness between them and as a result the energy memory (PaE) emerges in the 

memory of Space (PaS), i.e. [ PaE → PaS ] due to oneness between them and as a 

result the space memory (PaS) gets redesigned [ Pa (ExS) ] as per the description of 

Energy-memory emerged in it due to Oneness between them. Redesigned 

memory of space [ Pa (ExS) ] appears as a Present i.e. Radiation (PrR) as a creation 

in the description of Energy in Space . Now the Radiation goes Past (PaR) and 

exists in the universal memory series as a memory, the series becomes longer, the 

universal consciousness and the initial primitive universe becomes more 

matured. Now the universal memory series appears as  

0 → PaE→ PaS → PaR. The memory (Past) of Radiation(PaR) comes as the latest 

and conscious memory of the series. 
 

[ PaR → PaE ] → [ PaE → PaR ] → Pa (ExR) → PrP → PaP [ P : Plasma ] 

 

Latest and conscious universal memory “Me” the memory of Radiation (PaR) 

goes into the memory (Past) of Energy (PaE) of His choice, i.e. PaR → PaE in the 

universal 

 memory series 0 → PaE →PaS → PaR and as a result of this, the energy memory 

(PaE) emerges in the memory of Radiation (PaR), i.e. [PaE → PaR ] and resultantly 

the radiation memory (PaR ) gets redesigned [Pa(ExR)] as per the description of 

energy memory emerged in it and the Radiation appears as very hot Plasma full of 

Energy. This redesigned memory of Radiation appears as Present in the form of 

Plasma (PrP) as a creation in the description of very high Energy in Radiations. 

Present, i.e. Plasma becomes Past to complete the time cycle and appears as a 

plasma memory (PaP) in the universal memory series. 

Now the universal memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP and 

the memory (Past) of Plasma (PaP) comes here as the latest and conscious 

memory the universal “Me” of the series. 

 

[ PaP → PaS ] → [ PaS → PaP ] → Pa (SxP) → PrM → PaM [ M : Matter ] 

 

Now , the latest and conscious universal memory “Me” the memory of Plasma 

(PaP) goes into the memory (Past) of Space (PaS) of His choice, i.e. PaP → PaS in 

the  
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universal memory series 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP and as a result of this, the 

space memory (PaS) emerges in the memory of Plasma (PaP), i.e. [PaS → PaP ] 

and resultantly the plasma memory (PaP) gets redesigned [ Pa(SxP) ] as per the 

description of space memory emerged in it and then the redesigned memory of 

Plasma appears as a creation of Matter in the description of Space in Plasma . 

This redesigned memory of Plasma appears as Present 

i.e. Matter (PrM) in the form of dust in the Space. Present i.e. Matter becomes 

Past to complete the time cycle and appears as a matter memory (PaM) in the 

universal memory series. 

Now, the universal memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → 

PaM and the memory (Past) of Matter (PaM) comes here as the latest and 

conscious memory universal “Me” of the series. 

[ PaM → PaR ] → [ PaR → PaM ] → Pa (RxM) → PrG → PaG [ G : Galaxy ] 

 

Then , latest and conscious universal memory “Me” the memory of Matter (PaM) 

goes into (remembers) the memory (Past) of Radiation (PaR) of His choice, i.e. 

PaM  

→ PaR in the universal memory series 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM and as 

a result of this, the radiation memory (PaR) comes into (emerges) the memory of 

Matter (PaM), i.e. [PaR → PaM ] and resultantly the memory of Matter (PaM ) gets 

redesigned [ PaRxM ] as per the description of radiation memory emerged in it and 

then the redesigned memory of Matter   appears as the formation of Galaxies (PrG ) 

in the description (Past-memory) of radiation. 

 

This redesigned memory of Matter appears as Present in the form of Galaxy ( 

PrG) and then the Present, i.e. Galaxy becomes Past to complete the time cycle 

and appears as a memory of Galaxy (PaG) in the universal memory series. Now, 

the universal memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → 

PaG and the memory (Past) of Galaxy (PaG) comes here as the latest and conscious 

memory universal “Me” of the series. 

 
[ PaG → PaP ] → [ PaP → PaG ] → Pa (PxG) → PrST → PaST [ ST : Star ] 

 

Next latest and conscious universal memory “Me” of Galaxy ( PaG) goes into 

(remembers) the memory(Past) of Plasma( PaP) by His choice, i.e. [PaG → PaP ] in 

the universal memory 
 

series 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → PaG and as a result of this, the 
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plasma memory (PaP) comes into (emerges in) the memory of Galaxy (PaG), 

i.e.[PaP → PaG ] and  resultantly the memory of Galaxy (PaG) gets redesigned [ Pa 

(PxG) ] as per the description of plasma memory emerged in it and it appears as 

the formation of Stars in the form of Plasma balls in the Galaxy. Here 

redesigned memory of Galaxy appears as Present in the form of Stars (PrST) and 

the Present, i.e. stars become Past to complete the time cycle and appears as a 

memory of stars (PaST) in the universal memory series. 
 

Now, the universal memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → PaG 

→ PaST . The memory (Past) of Stars (PaST ) comes here as the latest and 

conscious universal memory “Me” of the series. 
 

[ PaST → PaS ] → [ PaS → PaST ] → Pa (SxST) → PrPL → PaPL [ PL : Planet ] 
 

Now latest and conscious universal memory “Me” of stars (PaST) goes into the 

memory (Past) of Space(PaS) by his choice, i.e. [ PaST → PaS ] in the universal 

memory series 
 

 

            0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → PaG → PaST and as a result of this, the space 

 memory (PaS) comes into the memory of Stars (PaST), i.e.[ PaS → PaST ] and resultantly 

the memory of Stars (PaST) gets redesigned [Pa (SxST) ] as per the description of space 

memory emerged in it and it appears as the formation of Planets around the Stars in the 

descriptions of Space in the Stars. Here redesigned memory of Stars appears as Present 

in the form of Planets (PrPL) and the Planets become Past to complete the time cycle and 

appears as a memory of Planets (PaPL) in the universal memory series. Now, the universal             

memory series appears as 0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → PaG → PaST → PaPL. The  

memory (Past) of Planets (PaPL) comes here as a latest and conscious universal memory 

“Me” of the series. 
 

[ PaPL → 0 ] → [ 0 → PaPL ] → Pa (0xPL) → PrL → PaL [ L : Life ] 
 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       
                                             Lives on Planet Earth  
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Again the latest and conscious universal memory “Me” of Planet(PPL) goes into 

the initial Past i.e.Nothingness-memory (0) by His choice, i.e. [ PaPL → 0 ] in the 

universal memory series 

 

 
0 → PaE → PaS → PaR → PaP → PaM → PaG → PaST → PaPL and as a result of this, 

the Nothingness memory(0) comes into the memory of Planet(PaPL), i.e.  

[ 0 → PaPL ] and resultantly the memory of Planet (PaPL) gets redesigned [Pa 

(0xPL) ] as per the description of Nothingness memory emerged in it and it appears 

as a formation of organic consciousness (lives) in the descriptions of 

Nothingness-memories as the initial consciousness of organisms in the Planet. 

Here we see that universal consciousness remembers(wills) and the creation 

comes into being accordingly. 

Universal or Supreme consciousness comes into Himself in the form of more 

developed Universe full of lives ( PrL) of many different consciousness levels as 

a Present through various physical and chemical actions and reactions over 

billions of years down the present → past → present time cycle. Universal 

consciousness does as He is, so in every past → present → past time cycle He 

goes doing as per Himself and ultimately He reaches to the doing of Himself ( 

consciousness ) as the lives of many different developmental consciousness 

levels in the Universe. Therefore, what consciousness we feel as different living 

beings within ourselves is outright Supreme Consciousness himself in many 

different developmental levels of consciousness based on the life concerned 

Since, “I” as the universal consciousness only go creating and maturing myself 

as well as the Universe along the timeline, nothing is there to disturb Me and 

stop me the work, automatically virtues say, - peace, purity, love, joy, bliss, 

powers and knowledge develop in Me. Since human memory series is a part of 

universal memory series, latest memory “Me” of human memory series always 

goes in the directions in order to come in Oneness with universal Me. But if 

human consciousness goes in a wrong direction away from universal 

consciousness being driven by His will, vices say- lust, attachment, ego, greed 

and anger emerge in him for the absence of virtues. 

 

Total Universe of lives automatically becomes transformed into the Past . 

Living body passes through changes along the past → present→ past time 

cycle. Living body together with its consciousness goes developing with the  

passing by time to a certain maturity level. Entire Universe also goes developing 

with its consciousness down the line of maturity development level 

simultaneously. As per the law of Universe, Consciousness of living body exists 

in the Oneness with Supreme Consciousness of entire Universe, therefore no 

living body can survive unless the     consciousness of it exists in the Oneness with 
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Supreme Consciousness. 

 

Resultantly those Living bodies will automatically pass through the 

destruction up to the root level down the natural changes in the past → 

present → past time cycle.Now in question, how can the consciousness of 

living body, i.e. human being exist together in the oneness with Supreme 

Consciousness? First of all we need to know the true nature of universal 

( Supreme) Consciousness.All the memories of Supreme Consciousness 

exist in the Oneness in zero physical dimension, so there is no opposition 

and reaction among memories of the universal consciousness, therefore 

automatically universal Consciousness in the form of universal conscious 

mind wills down the Past → present → past time cycle to the final maturity 

of the Universe and universal Consciousness and He faces no set back or 

hindrances to the fulfillment of His wills. His  ways down the past → present 

→ past time cycle to the creation is perfectly smooth and fully free of all sorts 

of disturbances. No one is there to disturb Him. What He wills soon      comes to 

happen. Everything happens according to His will. Hence He is almighty 

Consciousness. 

So He has no competition with any one, therefore He has got no anger arising 

from disturbances to the rendition of His works. He has no fear or tension 

arising from the competition with anyone. Now the total absence of anger and 

fear in the mind of universal consciousness appears as peace, love, mercy, and 

affection. So God is loveful and merciful. 

 

Now it is very much clear that, human beings all over the world need to 

conceive the godly qualities like love, affection and mercy to exist together in 

the Oneness with universal consciousness, i.e. God for their own survival and 

development in this world. Otherwise unwise haughty jealous greedy cruel and 

self-centered mankind will be naturally abolished from this world forever for 

being in the Oneness with self-ego and not being in the Oneness with God. Their 

haughtiness, jealousy, greed, anger and cruelty  keep them away from being in 

the Oneness with universal consciousness i.e. God. 

 

As the Past → Present → Past time cycle goes on, the consciousness of human 

beings and    also other intelligent beings living in different planets and places in 

the universe are getting matured upto the level of universal consciousness along 

the passing by time. But those intelligent beings of entire universe who are not 

getting matured towards the Oneness with universal consciousness for their 

vices get destructed, because they go against the law of creation. The 

consciousness of living beings come in the Oneness with universal 

consciousness to many different levels of maturity in some different ways, say, - 
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(A) by meditation Yoga (B) by final maturity of the creation. Meditation Yoga 

and final maturity of creations are in the equal level of attainment in the maturity 

field. Finally matured living beings will survive in the finally matured Universe 

in  future after the massive natural destructions of backward living beings full of 

vices throughout the Universe. 

 

Once the time will come down the natural time cycle, when no immatured non-

intelligent living being will exist or survive in this Universe, they will be totally 

extinct and only the fully matured living beings will survive in the fully matured 

Universe. We have come to know that all the changes in space, energy and matter 

are together aiming the final maturity of the living beings and also the Universe, 

down the time cycle from the very beginning of the entire Universe. Therefore 

time cycle past → present → past of changes towards the maturity of the 

Universe will once stop at Past when the consciousness of intelligent beings will 

be as matured as the Consciousness of Universe i.e. Supreme Consciousness, the 

Universe will disappear into the nothingness i.e. Nothingness-memory the 

beginning of the Universe and will start again from the very beginning . 

 

Nothingness is an extra universal thing which exists but not made up of space, 

energy, and matter, it is Nothingness-memory or Zero. When the zeros exist 

together in the Oneness, they form the consciousness i.e. Conscious mind. One 

zero goes into another zero for their Oneness and finally the Consciousness 

formed comes into living body through the very long chronological maturity 

stages of the Universe. Death is the last past phase of living body. After death if 

the consciousness of living body does not have a least of godly qualities like 

peace and love, the consciousness exists in the Oneness with self-ego as ghost 

separately for a certain period of time and the ghost becomes feeble for its 

automatic changes towards godly qualities for it has no physical body and 

finally disappears into rebirth. Rebirths happen when universal Me remembers 

organic Me that already exists in His memory series as a part of it.  

 

Ghost is a consciousness, so it exists in zero physical dimension therefore, 

conscious mind of ghost enters into its nearest subconscious mind in the memory 

series and as a result nearest sub conscious mind emerges in the conscious mind 

of it and this Doing appears as electromagnetic energy(so called) in the form of 

paranormal activities as a Present. 

 

Apart from this about eight hundred crores of minds in the world  population 

become eight hundred crores of various sub conscious minds of every single 

person in the world, because they all exist in Oneness altogether for no physical 

existence of their minds. Therefore eight hundred crores of minds in the world 

population are the sub conscious minds of every single person but the conscious 
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mind is his own. So there is a single person made of eight hundred crores of sub 

conscious minds in the world who remains in search of a better idea with better 

mind. So automatically rest minds get expunged in due course of time with the 

development of universe. So when a man pursues and realizes God is called 

godly realization or apperception and when a man pursues and realizes the ghost 

is called ghostly realization which is an occult  knowledge.  

 

Undoubtedly and definitely we need to pursue and realize God for peace, 

prosperity and happiness pursuant to the past → present → past time cycle of 

Universe. Universal conscious Me and the conscious Me of living beings cannot 

exist without doing a thing because they exist in the Oneness with previous 

memory (sub conscious mind ). Suppose, “I” the latest memory universal Me 

do, therefore I am a Doing, Doing becomes a Being, therefore I become a being, 

i.e. Present or the Universe. It again proves that universal Consciousness 

becomes Universe. 

 

When a person's consciousness exist together in the Oneness with universal 

Consciousness by his godly qualities, The Will of supreme Consciousness 

becomes the Will of that person because of Oneness between. The frequency 

between Past and Present i.e., consciousness of body and the body itself appear as 

lust which causes to happen two opposite sexes in higher living organisms as 

male and female. All of our efforts should be concentrated to the Supreme 

Consciousness   to make Oneness with him and to use his will as our will.
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